Introduction
The last two decades have seen remarkable development in compositional modeltheoretic semantics of natural language. The idea that natural language expressions can be directly interpreted in the model of discourse has gained significant support in various domains. It led to a better understanding of inference in linguistics with close relation to syntax, helped to characterize linguistically relevant classes of expressions, and revealed systematic constraints on their possible meanings. Quite independently of these developments, much work in the fields of cognitive and conceptual semantics has acquired a significant body of knowledge about the semantic behaviour of prepositional phrases (PPs). In the modeltheoretic framework, however, the semantics of PPs has remained, to a large extent, unexplored. Our aim in this paper is to contribute for bridging this gap.
We refine and extend the proposal in Zwarts (1995) , arguing for a vector space as the underlying ontology in the compositional analysis of locative PP structures. In section 2 we introduce a general semantic framework that uses such a model. Section 3 studies some denotational properties of prepositions in the proposed system. Certain properties introduced in Zwarts (1995) will be placed here in a wider perspective of preposition monotonicity. Two notions of monotonicity are defined and shown to be linguistically relevant in restricting the set of possible preposition denotations, accounting for central inferences and affecting grammaticality of modified PPs. An additional constraint, similar to the conservativity restriction on determiners, is shown to hold of natural language locative prepositions.
Throughout this paper, we presuppose familiarity with basic Linear Algebra and simple notions from Topology.
1 Some useful definitions are summarized in an appendix.
Vector Semantics of Locative PPs
Sentences with spatial uses of prepositions show inferential regularities that are comparable with the much studied inferences with quantified expressions. For instance, like the determiner every, the preposition inside is transitive, in the sense illustrated in (1). The preposition near is symmetric similar to the determiner some, as exemplified in (2).
(1)
A is inside B every A is B B is inside C every B is C A is inside C every A is C (2) A is near B some A is B B is near A some B is A As far as determiners concern, this kind of observations about inferences is the empirical basis for the generalized quantifier semantics of the noun phrase. That prepositions show similar consistencies is a reason to develop also a modeltheoretic semantics of the prepositional phrase, with a similar research agenda to the one of generalized quantifier theory (see e.g. Keenan (1996) ).
A preliminary typology of spatial prepositions
The preposition is the most useful syntactic category in natural languages for expressing statements about space and movement.
3 Locative prepositions are used to locate an object relative to another one, the reference object. For instance, in the predicative constructions (3a/b) the house is the reference object and the tree is the located object. Directional prepositions are more "dynamic" than the locative ones: they are usually connected to a verb or a noun expressing movement or direction as in (4a). Unlike the locative ones, the directional prepositions often resist predicative constructions (cf. (4b) ).
(3) a. The tree is outside the house.
b. The tree is behind the house. (4) a. John walked to the park.
b. ?John is to the park.
We concentrate on the locative prepositions and PPs, which can be classified into projective and non-projective. A non-projective preposition like outside in (3a) requires only spatial knowledge on the location of the two objects. By contrast, the projective preposition behind requires further information about directions from the reference object. To determine whether (3b) is true, the shape and location of the tree and the house are not sufficient. Also the back side of the house should be determined. This can change with the position of the speaker or conventions of using the house and hence it is not only a function of its intrinsic spatial properties. These distinctions (cf. Herskovits (1986) ) are further exemplified in (5)-(6).
(5) Locative prepositions: a. Projective: above, below, in front of, behind, outside, on, at, near, between (6) Directional prepositions: to, from, into, onto, across, around, through 
The modification problem
Many locative PPs can be modified by expressions that involve some measure of distance or direction. For example, in addition to the "bare" PP structures of (3), there are also modified structures as in (7). Some other cases of PP modification are exemplified in (8).
(7) a. The tree is ten meters [outside the house].
b. The tree is ten meters [behind the house].
(8) diagonally above the door, far outside the city, right in front of the car These structures are classified as PP modification because the additional expression syntactically applies to a PP (or a P-bar) to produce another PP (P-bar). Zwarts (1995) Zwarts (1995) makes the following observations. Modifiers like ten meters and diagonally are predicates over distance and direction respectively. Hence also the function that a locative preposition denotes should return entities with measurable distance and direction. These entities are proposed to be vectors: directed line segments between points in space. Assume that an expression like outside the house denotes a set of vectors: roughly, the ones pointing outwards from the boundary of the house. Cases of syntactic modification as in (7)- (8) are naturally analyzed as (intersective) semantic modification: a PP modifier is a function that maps any set of vectors to one of its subsets. For instance, ten meters maps a set of vectors W to its subset containing only vectors that are ten meter long: fv 2 W : jvj = 10mg.
Thus, ten meters outside the house denotes the set of ten meter vectors pointing outwards from the house. A locative preposition then denotes a function that applies to the set of points where the reference object is located and returns a set of vectors. The next section substantiates this proposal. 
Vector space ontology
A natural way to implement the proposal in Zwarts (1995) is to assume that vectors are the primitive spatial entity in models of natural language.
5 Space ontology consists of a vector space V over the real numbers R. 
The compositional process
Reconsider the modified structures in (7). The proposed "semantic structure" of a modified PP with a modifier MOD, a preposition P and a reference object region REF is as follows:
The assumed denotation of a measure phrase modifier MOD is straightforward (unlike the analysis of its compositional semantics). For instance:
The constant m (for meter) is a positive real number with the familiar fixed relation to other similar measure constants (e.g. for feet).
The denotations of various locative prepositions for P will be defined in the next section. The region REF is determined by the denotation of the e-type reference object. A location function loc e(pt) assigns any physical entity in D e its location in space, or eigenspace (Wunderlich (1991) ). Since a PP basically denotes a set of vectors, we have to translate it into an "ordinary" et predicate that standardly applies to the subject of predication (the located object). An "anti-location" function loc ? returns the objects at the region determined by the set of vectors:
In words: loc ? maps any set of vectors W to the set of entities whose eigenspace is contained in the set of W's end-points.
To exemplify the process, sentence (7a) denotes the following proposition.
(9) loc ? (ten meters 0 (outside 0 (loc(the house 0 ))))(the tree 0 ) , 8p 2 loc(the tree 0 ) 9v 2 outside 0 (loc(the house 0 )) p = e-point(v)ĵ vj = 10m]
Proposition (9) claims that every point in the tree is an end-point of a 10m long vector starting on the house and pointing outside. 6 To complete the picture, we have to give the definition of preposition denotations like outside 0 .
Denotations of locative prepositions
Preposition meanings do not fully exploit the possibilities that mathematical theories of space allow. One example is convexity. Although speakers may well be aware that some object is not physically convex, there is a tendency to ignore this fact and to conceptually "convexize" the object. For instance, although the bowl in figure 1b occupies a non-convex region, disjoint from the space occupied by the ball, this situation can nevertheless be described by the sentence the ball is inside the bowl. The bowl is conceived of as if it were a convex object, roughly of the shape indicated by the dashed line, which does contain the ball. Similarly, it is quite strange to say that in figure 1c the black circle is outside the grey ring. Rather, inside is more appropriate here. Treating such effects would lead us too far afield (see Herskovits (1986) ). Instead, we tentatively assume that the loc function maps entities only to convex eigenspaces. For similar reasons we assume that eigenspaces of objects are closed and non-trivial (= non-empty and properly contained in D p ).
Regions that have these three properties are referred to as Topologically Simple. We speculate that cases as in fig. 1b-c should be handled by a theory of visual perception and not necessarily by linguistic semantics. Such a theory should provide details about the cognitive parameters in the determination of the loc function.
The semantic task we are facing is to define (pt)(vt) functions for locative prepositions that respect basic inferences in natural language given the syntactic, compositional and ontological assumptions above. The following definitions are helpful in the treatment of many prepositions. Definition 3 imposes a condition of minimality: it classifies vectors external/internal to a set of points A that are the shortest vectors connecting points in A's boundary to points outside/inside A. This condition is required because of the semantics of PP modification. For example, a point p as in figure 2b can be said to be exactly three meters outside the box A only if the shortest vector connecting it to the box, v, is three meters long. Longer connections like w are irrelevant. In a similar way, p is not diagonally above the box although w is a vector diagonal to the box. Correspondingly, while the vector v is defined as externally closest to A, w is not.
Under the topological simplicity assumption these notions are related to the intuitive definition of external/internal points using set membership. Consider first the following topological property (see Wall (1972:p.18 
Consider first the prepositions in/inside and outside. In our proposal they map a set of points to the set of its internally/externally closest vectors respectively. Thus, we simply define: (10) in, inside 7 :
inside 0 def = A: v:int(v; A)
outside:
The compositional procedure and proposition 2 guarantee that these definitions coincide with the intuition that inside and outside correspond to set containment and disjointness, respectively.
Corollary 3 Let the eigenspace loc(a) of an object a be a non-trivial closed set. Then the following holds: 1. b is inside a is true iff
.
This seemingly trivial result shows that the vector semantics of prepositions like outside, designed to deal with their allowing for PP modification, still preserves the basic set-theoretical intuition of the point semantics. The achievement of both goals is not trivial. where r 0 and r 1 two small positive numbers r 0 0 and r 0 << r 1
We interpret on and at as requiring almost zero distance between the objects. In the case of near the vector's length is said to be smaller that a pragmatically determined number r 1 .
8
The prepositions between and amid require two or more reference objects.
We define between 0 as corresponding to a non-constituent expression between... As mentioned, the projective prepositions presuppose certain directions in space. We assume that this is pragmatically determined using three orthogonal unit vectors in V for up, right and front, which are called axes. For every start-point w 2 V of vectors in V w D v , an axis a 2 V determines an axis hw; ai 2 V w that we denote a(w).
Consider the projective preposition above. The region this preposition generates when the reference object is a single point x is illustrated in figure 3a . The above-region consists of those vectors that make an acute angle with the up(x) axis. Thus, above allows only vectors whose vertical component (on up) is larger than their projection on the orthogonal component ?up (=the horizontal plane). This is defined using the following fact from linear algebra (see e.g. Lang (1977:p.134) ). The vertical symmetry of the regions generated by this definition is due to the fact that an equivalent definition is obtained when replacing right by ?right.
Example: transitivity of 'between'
The compositional mechanism and the lexical definitions above allow a correct analysis of many simple inferences. A central one is the transitive behaviour of between: Without the assumption D is outside C inference (16) does not necessarily follow, both intuitively and in our system. Consider figure 3b. Point A may be taken (for instance, by a spectator located on line l) to be between rectangle C and line B. Point D is between A and B. Nevertheless, the conclusion D is between B and C is illegitimate.
Denotational Properties of Locative Prepositions
The study of various denotational properties of linguistic expressions is prominent in modeltheoretic semantics. This enterprise helps to reveal constraints on possible meanings ("semantic universals") and enables to classify semantic properties of expressions that affect grammaticality. The vector semantics of locative PPs has some non-trivial implications in both respects.
Point monotonicity
Let us call functions mapping sets of points to sets of vectors by the name prepositional functions. Since we are interested in the "pointal" behaviour of such functions let us concentrate on the end-points of vectors in the range of the function.
For every prepositional function P we denote the corresponding function P e from sets of points to sets of points as follows: P e def = A: p:9v 2 P(A) p = e-point(v)] Definition 4 characterizes the monotonicity of a prepositional function on the set of points argument.
Definition 4 (point monotonicity) Let P be a prepositional function and X D pt .
1. P is upward point-monotone over X (PMON") iff 8A; B 2 X A B ! P e (A) P e (B)].
2. P is downward point-monotone over X (PMON#) iff 8A; B 2 X A B ! P e (B) P e (A)].
We specify point-monotonicity of prepositions according to the behaviour of their denotation over the domain X of topologically simple regions. Intuitively, pointmonotonicity corresponds to truth preservation under enlargement/diminution of the reference object. For instance, knowing that Paris is in France, we may conclude that both (17a) and (17b) hold. . Generally, the inference schemes below characterize the point-monotonicity of a preposition P.
P 2 PMON":
A is inside B A is inside B C is P A C is P B C is P B C is P A Other prepositions besides inside and outside are not point-monotone. Consider the preposition above for example. In figure 3c the sentence the bird is above the house is true, assuming that the bird is b and the house is H. However, the same sentence is false when we consider a much smaller house h or a much larger house H 0 . Hence, above is neither downward nor upward point-monotone. We propose the following universal.
Universal 1 Only inside 0 and outside 0 are possible PMON" and PMON# denotations, respectively, for simple locative prepositions in natural language.
Consider the expression far from in English. The corresponding prepositional function is PMON# but different than the meaning of outside. Universal 1 claims that this function is not a possible denotation for single word locative prepositions in any natural language. Note that far from in English is neither simple nor evidently locative. It is a compound (not necessarily constituent), derived from the directional preposition from. Unlike far from, a non-PMON preposition like near is realized as a single lexical morpheme in many languages. Another example for meanings of prepositions that are ruled out by universal 1 are the following functions, sensitive to the diameter of the reference object.
Recall the diameter of a set A is the supremum of the set fdist(x; y) : x; y 2 Ag. outside 0 diam<10 (A)(v) iff outside 0 (A)(v) and diam(A) < 10 inside 0 diam>10 (A)(v) iff inside 0 (A)(v) and diam(A) > 10 These functions are PMON# and PMON" respectively, but different than outside 0 and inside 0 .
The prepositions outside and inside are special in another respect. By proposition 2, over topologically simple objects outside e and inside e coincide with set complementation and identity respectively: for every topologically simple A D p : outside e (A) = A and inside e (A) = A. For all other natural language prepositions P e is not set-theoretically definable without further assumptions on D p (e.g. the above space ontology). Moreover, we propose:
Universal 2 For every prepositional function P referred to by a locative preposition in natural language, for every topologically simple region A: P e (A) A or P e (A) = A.
In other words, for every preposition P either (19a) or (19b) must hold.
(19) a. A is P B ) A is outside B b. A is P B , A is inside B Thus, the meaning of inside is the only preposition meaning that does not entail outside. This eliminates prepositions that entail inside but are not entailed by it. For instance, an imaginable preposition *nearin satisfies A is nearin B iff A is inside B and A is close to B's edge. This preposition does not satisfy universal 2 and is unexpected to occur in any natural language. Also prepositions that entail neither inside nor outside are eliminated. For instance, a preposition equivalent to either near or else inside is ruled out. These predictions are correct as far as we know.
Most prepositions are not point-monotone. A weaker property, however, holds of all prepositions:
Definition 5 (point continuity) Let P be a prepositional function and X D pt . P is point continuous over X (PCON) iff 8A; B; C 2 X A B C ! P e (A) \ P e (C) P e (B)].
Point monotonicity entails point continuity. Intuitively, a point continuity test is one that can be called the "Babushka inference". Suppose that Babushka 1 is inside Babushka 2, which is inside Babushka 3. The following inference holds of the PCON preposition beside: (20) The ball is beside Babushka 1 and beside Babushka 3 ) The ball is beside Babushka 2
We claim that the same holds of all prepositions.
Universal 3 All prepositions in natural language are point continuous.
This universal is similar to the continuity universal of Thijsse (1983) on "simple" NPs (universal U6 of Barwise and Cooper (1981) ). Thus, continuity holds of determiners and prepositions alike. Universal 3 rules out an imaginable preposition *aboven that satisfies A is *aboven B iff A is an even number of meters above B. Another example for a non-PCON prepositional function is the following: outside 0 even(diam) (A)(v) iff outside 0 (A)(v) and diam(A) is an even natural number
Vector monotonicity
Prepositional functions are relations between sets of points and vectors. The following partial order 9 on D v allows us to examine their monotonicity with respect to the vector argument. Intuitively, is a relation of lengthening over non-zero vectors v; w that have the same start point. For such vectors v w iff v and w point in the same direction and jvj jwj.
Definition 6 (vector order)
Definition 7 (vector monotonicity) Let P be a prepositional function and X D pt .
Vector monotonicity corresponds to truth preservation when the located object gets further from/closer to the reference object. For instance, when Mary is between the tree and the house, both (21a) and (21b) hold. This suggests that behind is both VMON" and VMON#.
(21) a. Mary is behind the house ) The tree is behind the house b. The tree is behind the house ) Mary is behind the house Generally, the following inferences indicate vector monotonicity of a preposition P.
P 2 VMON":
A is between B and C A is between B and C A is P C B is P C B is P C A is P C An example for a non-VMON" preposition is near: if A is near B and gets further from it, at a certain point it will no longer be near B. More examples are given below.
(23) VMON": in front of, behind, above, below, beside, 10 outside not VMON": near, on, at, in/inside, between 11 Examples for prepositions that are not VMON# are harder to find. The expression far from could be considered a possible candidate. However, for similar reasons to the aforementioned, we do not take this as a counter-example to the following universal from Zwarts (1995) .
Universal 4 All simple locative prepositions in natural language are VMON#.
Also the artificial preposition *not close to and not far from, with the obvious semantics, is not VMON#. Unlike far from it is not VMON" either.
V-monotonicity is relevant to the grammaticality of PP modification. Consider the contrast between (24) and (25) vis-à-vis the VMON" properties in (23).
(24) a. two meters in front of/behind/above/below the car b. ?two meters beside the car c. two kilometers outside the village (25) a. *two meters near/on/at the house b. *two meters in/inside the house c. *two meters between the two houses Observing this compatibility, Zwarts (1995) proposes that modification of a PP using a measure phrase modifier is legitimate if and only if the PP is headed by a VMON" preposition. Consider, however, sentence (26) in contrast to (25b). (26) The nail is 10cm inside the wall. Modification in (26) is allowed although inside is not VMON". Nevertheless, there is a possible contrast between the eigenspaces that are likely to correspond to the reference objects in the the two cases. We speculate that a wall as in (26) can be conceived of as an "unbounded" object: from the point of view of a person on one of its sides, a wall might have been unbounded on the other side. This is unlikely to be the case with the eigenspace of the house in (25b). Thus, we propose that the relevant property is not vector monotonicity of the preposition, but rather monotonicity of the set of vectors being modified. This is stated as follows.
(27) Modification Generalization: A structure [P NP] can be modified by a mea-
If P is a VMON" preposition then, according to (27), modification should be possible for every possible reference object. This accounts for the acceptability of the cases in (24). For non-VMON" prepositions and bounded reference objects, (27) expects modification to be impossible, which accounts for (25). However, with inside and an unbounded reference object as in (26) we still have a VMON" set of vectors, although the preposition itself is not VMON". Thus (27) describes also the acceptability of (26). But what can be an explanation for the rule of thumb in (27)? Assume that measure phrase modification is possible iff every non-trivial measure phrase maps W to a non-empty set.
12 By universal 4, W must be VMON#. Thus, it is sufficient to require that W is VMON" (and non-empty) in order to guarantee this non-emptiness condition. We propose that this semantic requirement is grammaticized to affect the acceptability of modified PPs. In other words, (27) plus universal
Preposition conservativity
In the proposed system there is an important relation between the two arguments of locative prepositions. Consider the following property.
Definition 8 (preposition conservativity)
A prepositional function P is called con-
A preposition is called conservative iff its denotation is conservative in every model. In a way that is similar to determiner conservativity, 13 when P is a conservative prepositional function the argument A restricts the set of possible elements in P(A): only vectors whose start-point is in A can be in P(A). We propose:
Universal 5 All natural language locative prepositions are conservative.
This claim is related to
14 the following inference.
(28) A is n meters P B ) The distance between A and B is n meters All the prepositions discussed above are conservative. (28) holds of all these prepositions when modification is grammatical. Consider, however, an artificial nonconservative preposition *behose (=behind something close to), whose denotation is naturally defined as follows:
This is a non-conservative preposition, which is VMON" and VMON# like behind. Thus, modification by measure phrases should be syntactically possible. However, (28) does not hold of this preposition. An object A can be 3 meters behind something close to B without the distance between A and B being 3 meters. Universal 5 expects prepositions equivalent to *behose to exist in no natural language. Below we mention another such non-preposition *inose, similarly defined as equivalent to inside something close to. Like conservativity in the determiner domain, also preposition conservativity imposes a reduction in the number of possible denotations for lexical preposi- Already in a domain with 4 elements, D-conservativity eliminates more denotations than P-conservativity, although in this case the total number of preposition and determiner denotations is the same. Note, however, that CONS P is not the strongest restriction we can obtain when also spatial properties are considered. On its own, it is not sufficient to guarantee the sound inference (28). In fact, if P(A)(v) holds then s-point(v) is not just any point in A, but rather a member of A's boundary that is closest to e-point(v). Measuring the reduction in possible prepositions that this spatial property imposes is much harder than with the set-theoretical property CONS P , so we must leave this question aside for the time being. Recapitulation Note that the universals 1-5 are independent. This can be shown by verifying that each of the artificial prepositions outside diam<10 /inside diam>10 , nearin, outside even(diam) , not close to and not far from, and inose is ruled out only by the corresponding universal.
Appendix: some useful definitions
A vector space over the field of real numbers R is a quadruple hV; 0; +; i s.t. V is a set, 0 2 V (the zero vector) and the functions + : (V V ) ! V (vector addition) and : (R V ) ! V (scalar multiplication) satisfy for all u; v; w 2 V and s; r 2 R:
(1 is the unit element of R) A scalar product over a vector space V is a function f : (V V ) ! R that satisfies for all u; v; w 2 V ; s 2 R: For any set X a metric for X is a non-negative function d : (X X) ! R + that satisfies for all x; y; z 2 X:
Note that the function dist(v; w) = jv ? wj is a metric for V . A neighborhood in X of a point x 2 X is defined by U X (x; ) = fy 2 X : d(x; y) < g. A set A X is open in X iff for every x 2 A there is > 0 s.t. U X (x; ) A. A X is closed in X iff X n A is open in X. The interior of A X is the union of all open subsets in X contained in A. The boundary of A is the set of points in X interior neither to A nor to X n A. The diameter of A is the supremum of the set fd(x; y) : x 2 A and y 2 Ag. A set A is bounded iff its diameter is finite. We do not define compact sets, rather only mention the Heine-Borel-Lesbegue theorem (see Kelley (1961:p.144) ): a subset of an Euclidean n-space R n is compact iff it is closed and bounded.
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